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Abstract
During centuries, humans have changed their environment into a perspective of cultural heritage using tact and wisdom. These perspectives that show the legacy of human civilization, have established a long cultural relationship via safety international pathways. Hence, Investing for maintenance of critical infrastructures which is the safe way, seems to be necessary. The main problem is not the cost of creating safety methods, but investment is important in all aspects especially cultural heritage. To institutionalize a utility method, first the logic should be explained and the reason of using such a method must be described to users with widespread advertising. So a great investment is needed to triggering a method that is optional in a society.

1. Increasing the safety of children (the advantages of these kinds of seats in contrast to seats that will be installed next in the cars are more safety).
2. Installation of child seat during process of car manufacturing.
3. Reduction of cost for preparation of child seat separately (so that in this case, the suggested method make a priority and advantage for discussed car).

When having such a seat is optional, most customers prevent installing it with a variety of excuses such as additional costs and cause to irrecoverable damages to their children and themselves as well. In order to forcing people to preparing this kind of seat, a seat has been designed by Esalamshahr team that can be installed on the back seat, precisely behind the driver by car factory. When seat cover opens, the child can be placed in it, and when adults want to get on the car, this seat can be reset. Fabrics with a variety of colorful pictures can be used as upper cover of seat so that have safety from the aspect of allergenicity for children as well.
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